
TSPC Authorities Subcommittee Elluminate Meeting 
December 7, 2010  

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m. 
Minutes 

 
 
In Attendance: 
FCLA: Daniel Cromwell, Mary Ann O’Daniel 
FIU: Elaine Winske (Co-chair) 
FSU: Ruth Ziegler  
UCF: Jeanne Piascik 
UF: Priscilla Williams (Co-chair) 
USF: Charles Gordon 
 
Minutes for the November 2, 2010 meeting were approved. 
 
Today’s minutes taker: Elaine Winske and Priscilla Williams  
 
Next meeting: Tuesday, January 4, 2011 from 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.  
 
Minute taker for next meeting: Susan Massey (UNF) 
 
Subcommittee update 

 Florida NACO funnel: Priscilla mentioned that via the OCLC list she learned 
that the librarian at Southeastern College in Sarasota, a Florida NACO Funnel 
institution, will be vacating her position in January.  The librarian may choose to 
continue to participate in the NACO Funnel if  desirable under new employment.  
Priscilla hasn’t heard from the librarian directly re: future NACO participation. 

 

 Next meeting begins new term with co-chairs Priscilla Williams and Charles 
Gordon. 

 
FCLA update (Mary Ann O’Daniel) 

 UBorrow: FCLA has continued to work on moving tables into production and 
training.  Soft launch planned for Jan 2011 or Spring 

 

 Single Bib Project: CSUL approved single bib merge. The Authorities 
Subcommittee should expect to be ready for the merged local authority file for 
the pilot libraries in March 2011 

 

 LCA10 updates: For a short time FCLA was unable to maintain the schedule of 
loading LC authority updates for multiple weeks. They have now caught up and 
still expect the loading of Name updates in Aleph to be current by tax day, April 
15, 2011 

 



 040 $e index: Mary Ann said the indexing had been done, including re-indexing 
of retrospective records. 

 
More Action plan continued: 

 Mary Ann will send out a spreadsheet of what is in each SUL’s 01 and 10 
scancode.dat table. Priscilla will request a follow-up discussion on the Authorities 
listserv to see what fields might be added in a standard table for all SULs. 
 

 Mary Ann emailed the Subcommittee with questions about the use of local 
authority files to send to the Authorities listserv for discussion and feedback.  In 
addition to the responses to Mary Ann’s questions the survey responses re: the 
use of the local authority files will be used to write the specs for migrating data 
over to the shared local authority file 
 

New Topics 

 Revision of SRS series index to include 800, 810, and 811 fields: Mary Ann said 
incorporating these fields would not be burdensome because of the small 
number of records involved but having someone scope out the specifications for 
the subfields and test the re-indexing would help the process. Elaine volunteered 
to send Mary Ann the subfield parameters and have FIU be the guinea pig for 
testing. 

 

 Demonstration of processes used at FIU for local authority file cleanup: Elaine 
showed the worksheet listing the base files used by FIU including the parameters 
for the ALEPH ret-01 service used to create the base files. Then she went over 
the spreadsheet used to show/track base files for local authority file record sets 
and the records sets created by crossing the base files including the naming 
conventions to facilitate working with the record sets. In ALEPH she showed how 
to cross sets and apply the naming conventions. Ruth (FSU) asked if Elaine 
could resend the spreadsheet and Elaine said she would. After that, she showed 
a ‘list’ spreadsheet created from the ALEPH print-03 service [FIU created list 
spreadsheets for 64x and n64x base files]. For cleanup, staff are working from 
the list spreadsheets so they can note which records have been deleted and any 
issues that need additional attention. 

 

 ARROW authority report – names workflow discussion  
Priscilla described a MS Excel macro that has been set up for her by the IT Dept. 
to help her prepare the large amount of authority data in the Aleph ARROW COR 
Comparison LC update reports to be used more efficiently to identify main entry 
headings that need to be changed on bib records in the UF catalog.  She will 
demonstrate the macro at the nest meeting, Jan. 4. 

 

 Cleanup for change from a specific maps form subdivision (i.e. … $v Maps, 
Tourist) to a general maps form subdivision (i.e. … $v Maps) with the specific 
map form information now conveyed by a corresponding genre term: Working 
from a record set of all the bibs with a $v Maps, specific map type form 



subdivision, Elaine demonstrated how FIU used the ALEPH print-03 service to 
create a spreadsheet with data from the 650 and 651 LC subject headings so the 
data could be categorized into record sets suitable for global changes. She 
showed how, in two steps the rows of data could be separated into multiple 
columns for easy manipulation—first separating out fixed width data, then 
separating out delimited data for $$vMaps. Then she went over the categories to 
look for in the manual review and the benefit of color-coding them for sorting after 
the review process was completed. Once the records were sorted by color into 
categories for global changes, Elaine showed how use the Excel concatenate 
formula to format the system numbers for a category of records into a form that 
could saved as a text file and uploaded to the PROD server so the file could be 
used as an input file for a global change. 

 
Action Items: 

1. NACO Funnel: ?Priscilla will contact the librarian who was formerly a NACO 
Funnel participant at Southeastern College to see if NACO Funnel participation is 
possible in her new position. 

2. Scancode.dat table: Mary Ann will compile and send out the spreadsheet of 
what is in each SUL’s 01 and 10 scancode.dat table 

3. Local authority files: Responses to Mary Ann’s survey of local authority file 
usage will be discussed on the list serve 

4. Local authority files: Donna Allsbury is looking into an ARROW report for local 
authority files equivalent to Retrieve Doc Numbers by Bib Tag [would she also do 
equivalent for Counts by Bib Tag?]. 

5. SRS series index: Elaine will send Mary Ann the subfield parameters for adding 
the 800, 810, and 811 fields to the SRS index and FIU will test the new indexing. 

6. Local authority file cleanup: Elaine will resend the spreadsheet for local 
authority file cleanup 

7. [Local authority file cleanup—follow up request from list serve: Elaine will 
send a screen shot with parameters for ALEPH ret-01 service for retrieving base 
files.] 


